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This paper gives a procevure for the determination of the optimal linear control for a 
production-inventory system in steady-state with non-linear cost” per period and normally 
distributed seasonal demand. In an example this control policy is compared with other 
policies. 

1. Introduction. 

It is very hard, if not impossible, to ob- 
tain by using dynamic programming the optimal 
policy for a stochastic linear production-in- 
ventory system. Therefore simplifications are 
necessary. Mostly in practical situations a 
certainty-eauivalence policy is adopted. 
Another approach is that developed by Holt, 
Modigliani, Muth and Simon (HMMS) 14 1. They 
approximate the cost functions by quadratics 
and next solve the simplified problem which 
results in a linear control. 

It is also possible a priori to choose a 
linear control which is optimized hereafter 
to produce the optimal linear control. 

Schneeweiss 111 and Inderfurth 121 exten- 
sively studied a stochastic linear production- 
inventory problem: the cash balancing pro- 
blem, a model with one state and one decision 
variable. The authors developed and compared 
several policies for solving this problem, 
among others the optimal policy, the certainty- 
equivalence policy and the optimal linear 
policy. XL turned out that (for the case 
without set-up costs) the certainty-equiva- 
lence approach is inferior to the optimal li- 
near approach, The optimal linear policy can 
also bs easily determined in the case of 
complex demand (input) processes (Gaalman 13 1). 
Therefore one maysonclude that this policy 
should seriously, be taken into consideration. 

This conelusion. however prirrarily holds 
for the cash balancing model. It is interes- 
ting to know whether this conclusion also 
holds for more involved stochastic models. 
Schneaweiss and Xnderfarth.already discussed 
the cash balancing problem and the pure in- 
ventory problem with set-up costs and 

concludec that in many cases, depending on 
the relative size of the cost parameters and 
the variance of the demand, the optimal li- 
near policy can still be successfully applied. 
In section 3 of this paper the stochastic 
work force smoothing model of HMMS, a model 
with two state and two decision variables, 
is treated. Moreover - in contrast with the 
constant demand in the earlier mentioned 
studies - the stochastic demand is chosen 
to have a deterministic seasonal variation 
which tremendously increases the size of 
the problem. For this large model the qua- 
dratic approximation approach of HMMS, the 
certainty-equivalence approach and the opti- 
mal linear approach are compared in section 
4 using the cost data of HMMS. Firsb in sec- 
tion 2 the determination of the optimai linear 
control for the general stochastic linear prc- 
duction-inventory system with seasonal input 
is 

2. 

treated. 

The optimal linear control for a linear 
production-inventory system with seaso- 
nal stochastic demand. 

of 
This section deals with the determination 
the optimal linear control for the gene- . . ‘ 

ral linear production-inventory system with 
seasonal stochastic input and some simpli- 
fying assumptions. 

2.1 The linear production-inventory system 
with seasonal stochastic inTut. 

Consider the linear discrete-time stochas- 
tic difference equation: 
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xt+l=Axt+But+Czt,l; t-1,2,... (1) 

where 

Xt - 
n dimensional state vector at time t 
where x 

1 
is known 

% - 
m dimensional control vector ct time 
t 

=t 
- k dimensional normally distributed 

stochastic input in period (t-1,t) 

A - n x n matrix 

B - n x m matrix 

C - n x k matrix 

This system can be seen as a general linear 
production-inventory system with k dimensio- 
nai input (demand). gestrictions on both the 
state and the control variables are absent. 
This means that not all (discrete-time) pro- 
duction-inventory systems can be described 
by (I). However, for some models (including 
aggregate planning models and cash balancing 
models) this assumption is not too restric- 
tive. 

The costs Jt in period (t,t+l) associated 
with th-is system are usually a non-linear 
function of xt+l and ut. It will be assumed 
that these costs can be separated in costs 
associated with the state and costs associa- 
ted with the control variables. This assump- 
ti:n can generally be met in p&actice,, 

The ccntributions of Schnerweiss, Inder- 
furth ano Caalman concentrate on the optizaal 
linear control of the above-mentioned system 
where the stochastic input has a constant 
mean value. In some cases this assumption is 
too restrictive. 
For example, the aggregate production planning 
models of the BUMS-type have generally seaso- 
nal demands. This paper shows the consequen- 
ces of a seasonai input. 

2.2 Sim~~lifyiug assumptions. 

Throughout this paper the following sim- 
plifying assumptions ai-e made: 

(i) The stochastic input is normally distri- 
buted with 

I 

2. =z +E 
t t t 

; t-1,2,... (2) 

lgher e 

z;=z; mod f=E(zt modG; t=l,‘,...,r 

(T is cycle length) 

st is an uncorrelated normally distributed 
zero-mean variable with Ivariance rnz trix 
E!‘: mod ,; t=l,2,...tf 

For more involved normally distributed input 
processes a procedure used by Gaalman 13) 
can be adopted. 

(iijThe system is studied afte:: an infinite 
operating time (t.p) and moreo\,er the system 
is in steady state. This assumption corres- 
ponds with that of Schneeweiss 111 and 
generally means n considerable reduction of 
the problem size because the variables 
possess now quasi stationary prcbability 
distributions with cycle length r.(The con- 
sequence of a non-steady state approach is 
discussed in 13’1). 

Considering the stccldy state we can split 
system (I) into: 
a. a deterministic pbrt: 

t I 

X. 
J”i 

-Ax;+Bu;+C 
,+I 

; j=l,P,...,r (3) 

where 

x]=E(xj), uj=E(uj) 

b. a srochastic p;trt: 

(4) 

where 
I x:=x.-* l 

0 
t 

J J j’ ‘jEuj -“j 
2.3 The optimal linear control. 

We adopt the following (suboptimal) lineaf 
control policy 

1 

U.-U +uY=rll-F x0 ; j-l,2 ,..., -r 
3 J J J jj 

(5) 

where 

I I 

“j’uj mod .rPFjmFj mod T and Fj is a mxn 

matrix 

This policy maintains the cyclic character 
of the system. The linearity of this policy 
and the normality of the demand cause the 
normality of the vartables x. and u. with 
mean values x. and u. and wish variance ma- 
trices V and’v. . J The relation between 
the meanjvtllues is described by (3). The 
relation between the variance matrices can 
be obtained from tile stochastic part (4) 
and the feedback psrt of (5): 
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V j+,=(A-BFj)Vj(A-BFj)T+CE;+lCT; 

j_1,2,...,T (6) 

V 
r+l 

=V, 

T Vj”PF.V.F. 
113 

(7) 

where 

T rneanj transposed 

o oT 
Vj=E(x. x. 

J 3 
) , 

The expected value 
- if the system is 

uu 
V. 

ooT 
J 

=E(u.u. ) 
J 3 

of the costs per cycle 
in steady state - 

(8) 

is now a non-linear function of the mean 
values and variance matrices : 

Ji=J:(x1 ,V. ,u: ,VCu, j-1 
J J J 3 

, l - l VT) (9) 

So by the introduction of the linear control 
policy (5) the stochastic optimization pro- 
blem of minimizing (8) subject to (I) in 
the steady state is converted into a deter- 
ministic optimization problem of minimizing 
(9) subject to (3) and (6). From this rro- 
blcm the optimal linear control results, 
tpat 
U. 

is to say optimal values of Fj and 
are obtained. 

’ It is possible to derive necessary con- 
ditions which might pe used to determine 
the optimal F. and u.. Since (9) is not al- 
ways continuodsly dijferentiable the opti- 
mal F. and u: will be determined by means 
of a Search ‘method which does not use 
gradients. The method used for solving the 
problem in section 3. is a pattern search 
routine written by W.M. Taubert 171. 

The values of F. and u! should be choosen 
in such a way thatJthe bedin/end conditions 
of (6) and (3), which assure the cyclic per- 
formance, are always satisfied. The variance 
matrix V can be expressed, by successively 
substituzfdg of V., as a function of V . From 
this relation theJso-called Lyapunov-eiuation: 

V 
r+l 

4' -D V DT+ ; D CE’(D 
I 1 I 1 f-2 I f: f C)T+CE;CT (10) 

where 

results. This equation has a solutio.. if D 
is asymptotically stable. If the pair I1,B 1 

is stabilizable one can always find such D 
Equation (10) can be solved numerically. I’ 

The other V.*s,follow from (6). 
Analogously’ xX+* can be expressed 1s a func- 
tion of x, giving: 

t ; 

Xttl +x;+;~:, A0 (Bu:_~+C~~+,+) (I I) 

This relation consists of n equations with 
n+rm variables. If I-AT is invertabie x, can 
be expressed as a function of the uj’s. If 
not, the stabilizability of the pair {A,Bj 
guarantees that always n variables can be 
expressed as a function of rm remaining 
variables. 

3. An example: the WMS work force smoo:.hing 
model. 

A well knor.n example of a linear produc- 
tion-inventory systen is the work force 
smoothing model of a paint company developed 
by Holt, Modigliani, Muth and Simon 141 . In 
this company many items are produced and kept 
in stock. The model is on an aggregate level. 
Individual variables are added to one vari- 
able using a common unit. The (aggregate) dr- 
mand exhibits a seasonal character. BMMS 
approximated the relevant variable costs by 
quadratics and were, by this, able to derive 
a linear decision rule. They also reported 
cost savings of this rule with respect to 
the original company decisions. 

The HMMSmodel consists of two linear 
difference equations, an inv balance 
equation and a work force eq 

’ =itp-d * 
7 

It+1 t t ttl’ l1-1 

t=1,2,... (12) 

Wt+l =Wt+rt , WI-1 

where 

‘t+l 
-net inventcry state variable at the 

end of period (t,t+l) and il given, 

pt 
-production decision variable at 

time t, 

It 
-hiring and layoff decision variable 

at time t, 

Wt*l 
-work force state variable at the end 
of period i,t,t+l) and wI given, 

d 
t+l 

-stochastic demand in period (t,t+l). 
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HVMS assume that the changing manpower deci- 
sion rL at t is immediately realized. By this 
the foPk force w is available during period 
(t,t+l), upon wh!zh the production p can be 
based. The production variable consikts of 
two terms, the regular production and the 
overtime-idle time production: 

pt=bw 
t+l+at 

(12’) 

wber e 

b __ 

a- t 

average worker productivity per 
period, 

overtime and idle time decision vari- 
able at time t. 

The general linear difference equation 
(1) correspon,ds now with tht above equations 
(12)-(12 ) if: 

A=(: p), B=(; :), -(“;) 

xt=(;) f ut=(:J 
and n=m=2, k=l. 

TOP variable costs in period (t,t+l) are 

W regular payroll 

, z =d 
t t 

costs, c w,t+l=gwt+l’ 

(ii) overtime costs , 

C 

i 

fat, 
= 

if at>-0 

a,t 
0 , if at<0 

(iii) hiring and layoff costs, 

C I prt9 
= 

if rtzo 

r,t 
-qrt 9 if rt<o 

(iv) net inventory COStS, 'i t+,c 
, 

I 

h2(i 
t+1 

-'i2)+h, (T2-i’) ,if it+lb?2 

-1 . 
h, (it+,-3’). if I srt+,<t2 

-VI (it+j-ilj, 
-3. *I 

lf 1 dlt+*<l 

-vt+, 
mf3)y (e'-i'), if i A3 

1 t+lC1 

Note: The form of the net inventory costs 
(iv) is not reported by HMMS. They give 
only the approximated quadratic inventory 
costs, 

The total costs in period (t,t*l) amount to: 

JtSCw t+l+Ci t+l+Ca t+Cr t (13) 
, , , , 

The expected costs Per cycle arc 

1 t 
J,“j~l gw~‘( (hl”)? Ix;I fi(a,o(a,)+~(u,))+ 

z 
+j”;-hl)JV~‘(c2B(cr2)+0(02))+ 

+(v2-v,) c fl(u34(a3)+0(a3))+ 

-v,(i.i-‘i’)+(vl-v2)(I’-ci3)I+ 
r 

+f~(o,P(u,)+Q(c,))+ 

+ (p+q) q (05@(05)+O(05))-qr~ 

(14) 

where 

@(cr)- -!-- J2n l exp(-1/2e2)de,g(a)-d9(a)/da, 

al.(i~-i’)/~,n2-(i~-r2)l~,l 



The cost coefficients given by HMMS for the 
paint company are used: 

gm340.2 , ~~180 , q=360 , f=90. 

The data of the piec:ewise linear net inren- 
tory costs (iv) are calculated in 15 1 using 
the same data as lihMS: 

hl-3.1 , h2=20 , ~~-26.7 , v2=69.9, 

‘iI= ) P2-701 , 24234. 

Moreover p it is assumed that the demand is 
seasonal with t=lZ,Edj+lIoC770, 696.7, 623.3, 
550, 476.7, 403.3, 33~. 403.3, 476.7, 550, 
623.3, 696.71 and the, in each period con- 
stant, variance EO-12100. Using the pattern 
searcg procedure of Taubert the optimal F. 
and u. are determined. The results are gi *a 

ven iA table 1. Th_e payroll cost to satisfy 

the mean demand ( i g ’ 
from J1 . 

j_i b dj) are substracted 

From t&s we can conclude that the net inven- 
tory shows a remarkable seasonal pattern. 
Work force changes are relatively small. Over- 
time is only performed in the first two pe- 
riods when the peak in the demand occurs. 
Idle time is not used. 

j d; ii 
I I I 

W. a. r. 
J J 3 

. . . . 
F. vtl VT v;1 

rr 
V. 

J J 7 7 J 
(xl 0’) (x10-j 

’ I 696.7 579.9 107.0 63.7 0.1 0.43 4.72 27.6 61.1 30.3 r 
0.00 0.06 

2 770 480.8 107. I 42,i -0.5 0.34 2.88 19.8 3.5 18.5 
0.01 0.20 

3 696.7 430.3 106.5 0.1 -5.4 O.OO- 0.01 18.2 52.2 0.0 50.6 
0.05 0.61 

4 623.3 380.8 101.2 -0.0 -6.0 0.03 0.00 20.5 68.0 0.0 34.4 
0.05 0.59 

5 550 370.5 95.2 -0.0 -7.8 0.00 0.00 20.9 87.6 0.0 41.6 
0.05 0.76 

6 476.7 389.2 87.4 0.0 -2.3 0.00 0.00 21.9 70.5 0.0 14. I 
0.03 0.52 

T403.3 468.1 85.1 -0.1 -1.2 0.00 0.00 24.2 57.4 0.0 10.3 
0.02 0.43 

r 330 613.9 83.9 0.0 0.8 0.00 0.00 26.8 52.3 0.0 5.5 
0.02 0.27 

9 403.3 691.0 84.7 0.0 I.6 0.00 0.00 29.6 54.0 0.0 3.8 
0.01 0.18 

lb 476.7 703.7 8( .3 0.0 10.2 0.00 0.00 32.8 56.2 0.0 50.6 
0.04 0.66 

11 550 700.8 96.5 0.0 8.0 0.00 0.00 29.2 86.5 0.0 28.1 
0.04 0.78 

12 623.3 669.8 104.5 0.1 2.5 0.00 0.00 27.4 72.0 0.0 11.1 
0.03 0.53 

Optimal liuear decision rule results with costs .T:-ji160d;=40360. 

Table I. 

4. Comparison with alternative policies. 

To determine how good this linear decisioc 
rule is the results (i.e. the expectec: costs 
per cycle) can be compared with the rdsults 
of alternative policies. 
For this purpose the following three policies 
are chosen: 

(i)A time-invariant linear control. Instead 
of the linear control of section 3 the 
time-invariant linear control, F.-F, j=l,...,I 
is adopted. By this a considerable reduction 
in the number of in? !pendent variables is 
obtained; (r-l)nm=44. The expected costs per 
cycle are calculated using the same procedure. 
The result is given in column (i) of table 2. 
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(0) (i) (ii) 

J’ -.‘z 6Od’ 
T J’I j 

40360 41942 52579 

--p 

% 

- 

CPU-times 
(approx. 1 

100 104 130 

15 min. 5 min. 1 sec. 

Expected costs per Cycle for: 

(0) - the optimal linear decision rule 
(i) - the optimal time-invariant linear 

decision rule 
(ii)- the linear decision rule of HMX3 

Table 2. 

(ii) The HMMS-policy. HkfMS approximate the 
cost functions by quadratics and then 
derive t!le optimal decision rule. This rule 
appears also to be a linear decision rule 
with the structure: 

* 
ut= -Fx + ! ‘, d 

t e=1 e t+C3,t 
+c 

where d 
tion ofttje’t 

is the conditional expecta- 

val.ies of ‘+!~~~,‘BG”~ Z gb?ZnbtdaTEA the 
frc;n -dMFiS / 4) . However, through a better 
qudkatic approximation of the net inven- 
tory costs this rule was improved in 151 
which changes only c. By applying the 
latter rule on (3), (6) and (7) for the 
given model it,is,not difficult to find 
analytically y; ,u ,V.,YU” for j=1,2 ,..., 12 
and finally J . The& casts are shown in 
column (ii) oE table 2. Note: In fact it 
is not completely fair to compare this de- 
cision rule with the other ones because 
this rule is derived for the original 
paint company data while in our case the 
demand data are_ d if f erent. 

Also in table 2 the CPU-times, consumed 
to obtain the reported results, are given. 
Of course the given times for (0) and (i) 
depend on the starting solution for the 
optimization procedure, 

(iii) A certainty-equivalence policy propo- 
sed by Thomas and McClain 16 1 . A brief in- 
troduction: 

a) First the stseady state deterministic pro- 

At time t. the initial state (i_,w_)T is 
known. A horizon length h is ch&e8 
(A=5 appears to be suitable in this case). 
The demand d, during the,horizon is con- 
sidered to be equal to d . 
For the end state conditkon the corres- 
ponding stationary value is used (see a?. 
Next the LP-problem is solved and the de- 
cisions a and r are carried out. 
This procgdure is repeated at time t+l, 
etc. 

Since in this case it is not possible to cal- 
rulate the expected costs per cycle in the 
steady state we rely on simulation, The 
certainty-equivalence rule is compared with 
‘.he optimal linear decision rule. A qimu- 
lation run of 396x12 periods with a CPU-time 
of 25 minutes gave the results depicted in 
table 3. 

-- 
(iii) (iv) 

J’ T-j E, God; 39781 -122 

95% confidence (37403, 
interval 12158) 
-- 

(-832,589) 

Estimated costs per cycle ant confidence 
intervals f 0r; 

(iii) - t!le certainty-equivalence rule 
(iv ) - the certainty-equivalence rule 

minus the optimal linear deci- 
sion rule. 

Table 3. 

We can now conclude with a 95% confidence 
that the two policies differ with respect 
to the costs per cycle no more than 2%. A 
more concrete result can be obtained by lon- 
ger simulation runs. However a four times 
longer run reduces the confidexe interval 
only by a factor two. 
Note: The certainty-equivalence policy des- 
cribed above can be improved by introducing 
a safety-stock, 

Comparing the different policies we notice 
that the optimal linear decision rule and 
the certainty-equivalence policy give the 
best results with respect to the costs per 
cycle, which are about the same for both po- 
licies. 
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However the determination of the first one References: 
is very time consuming which is due to both 
the high number of variables which have to 1. Schneeweiss, Ch.: 
be optimized (72) and the flat objective 
function near the optimum. This latter 
appey$s from the fact that the value of 2. Inderfurth, K. : 

J’- .C 60d’ 
r J=t j 

found after 21 minutes CPU-time 

differs only 4% tram the value given in table 
2, found after 15 minutes. The CPU-time (= 3 set) 
consumed for obtaining the certainty-equiva- 
lence policy is much shorter. This also 
holds for the determination of the results 
of the time-invariant optimal linear decision 
rule, but this one involves 4% higher expec- 
ted costs per cycle than those for the opti- 
mal linear decision rule. The CPU-time nee- 
ded to determine the HMMS-policy results is 
very short, but on the other hand the expec- 
ted costs per cycle are 30X: higher than tho- 
se for the optimal linear decision rule, 

5. Conclusions. 

It is demonstrated that the determination 
of the optimal linear decision rule for the 
trea*?d HMMS-zodel, where the stochastic de- 
mand is chosen to have a seasonal pattern, 
is very time consuming because of the large 
number of variables to be optimized. For 
this model we found that, in contrast with 
more simple models, it seems more reasona- 
ble to adopt alternative rules which need 
l.-ss time co derive them and involve even 
about the same or only somewhat higher 
costs, Of course it is not possible to con- 
clude from this study of a single model that 
this is generally true for complex produc- 
tion-inventory systems. The outcome of the 
comparisons between the different policies 
will depend on several factors: e.g. rela- 
tive sizes of the cost coefficients and the 
variances of the demands. So other mcdels 
need co be investigated to yield general 
conc1,lsion.s. Also it may be possible to re- 
duce - by using other optimization mechods- 
the CPU-time consumed to determine the opti- 
mal linear decision rule. Whether the CPU- 
time of the certainty-equivalence policy can 
be approximated is doubtful. 
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